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Description
City center area of 10 x 11 building blocks. Mostly straight and uniform intersections and a few with
varying angels. All intersections are equipped with traffic lights. Mostly one-way streets of 4 lanes,
of which 2 used for normal traffic and 2 for other purposes like taxi lanes, bike lanes, parkings, and
trash deposits. Area contains two big roundabouts (D ≥110m) and three wide avenues. All streets
have trees. Trees and building can cause sudden light-dark changes. High density and variety of
road users such as cars, motorists, bikes, pedestrians, buses and trucks. Many vulnerable road
users. Likely presence of obstacles on the road such as incorrectly parked vehicles, trash deposits,
groups of people, bus at bus stop or construction works.

= Sensor Blockers
= Sky blockers
= Road obstacles
= Communication issues
= Road user density

TrafSiDen = Traffic Sign Density
RoadChar = Road characteristics
DifInt = Different intersections
Parkings = Parkings
EntExi = Entries and exits

Characteristics
Surface

2,04 km2

Type(s) of road

One-way streets, avenues

State of roads

good

Maximum speed

50 km/h

Number of intersections

170

Number of overhead bridges

5

Number of tunnels

0

Mobile network coverage

Good

Services

Restaurants, shops, hotels

Other

-
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Possible light-dark combinations due to
shadows caused by trees and buildings.

Location image

High density and variety of road users such as cars,
motorists, bikes, pedestrians, buses and trucks.
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Presence of obstacles such as (incorrectly)
parked cars, trash deposits or bus stops.
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High density of pedestrians (many
tourists) in certain areas.
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Mostly straight and uniform
intersections with traffic lights.
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One roundabout with D=110m.
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Some intersections with
angels that are not straight.
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One roundabout with D=220m. A
few wide avenues.
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